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Amalgam attempts to redefine a blend of colour and pattern to achieve

the unison of function and the contemporary Indian modern aesthetic.

Amalgam attempts to achieve unison of function and contemporary Indian modern

aesthetic to produce hand-crafted home accessories

True to its name, the design firm Amalgam based in Delhi is a blend of

conventionality and modernity. All the products of this company exhibit this

very nature.

The Delhi based firm specialises in home accessories, furniture and lighting

products. The articles have a sense of amalgamation as the makers use the

waning craft of inlay in coloured and composite stone, precious/semi-precious

stone and wood to create a blend of tradition and modernity.
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Tanya Khanna and Anika Mittal, Co-founders, Amalgam

The brains behind this ambitious venture are two young architects, Anika

Mittal and Tanya Khanna, who having studied in India and abroad, are now

reinterpreting design as an amalgam of India’s rich cultural heritage with a

modern touch.

Speaking about the ethos of Amalgam products, the founder Anika Mittal

says, “As designers we felt that traditional craft was waning in India. Indian

artisans are recognized across the world, yet contemporary Indian design does

not recognise and appreciate Indian craft and locally available materials. With

an intent to create a blend of convention and modernity, Amalgam was

conceived.”

The Cutting Knives

Amalgam emphasises design as a craft and views it as a holistic experience;

from spatial mediation to lifestyle and accessory design, every product is

viewed as a unison of function and aesthetic, tradition and modernity, style

and utility, colour and pattern, redefining the contemporary Indian modern

aesthetic.

Apart from furniture, Amalgam manufactures various home and lifestyle

accessories in wood and stone with semi-precious stone inlay – table tops,

cheese platters, trays, coasters, placemats, table mats, etc; the range is just

extensive.
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Diagonally Yours Tray

The coasters are designed such that it appears the inspiration was drawn

from everyday surroundings. For instance, one set of coasters will remind

smokers to kick the habit every time they lift their mugs to sip that coffee.

Geometrical shapes, Rajasthani motifs, petals and not to forget the lotus. All

these elements have gone into the making of coasters. What’s more, this is

true of other Amalgam products as well.

With such an extensive range the list of favourites is bound to be long. Some

of the best sellers include coasters, side tables, door knobs, placemats, table

tops, boxes, cutting knives, trays and platters.

The Sunshine Side Table

Clearly Amalgam emphasises on customisation and innovation. The client’s

requirements and functions are duly taken into consideration while

‘amalgamating’ the products. “The intent is to customise products; we are

happy to experiment and innovate. Apart from lifestyle accessories, we also

design feature walls, furniture and custom elements for our clients,” adds

Anika Mittal.

Contact

tel: +91 9999652000

email: info@amalgam.me

web: www.amalgam.me
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